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The Security Overview displays several charts that highlight data from different perspectives about detections.
These charts can help you evaluate the scope of security risks, launch investigations into unusual activity, and
mitigate security threats. Detections are analyzed every 30 seconds or every hour, depending on the metric.
Total Security Detections
This count chart shows you the number of detections that occurred during the selected time interval.
By changing the time interval, you can see how many detections occurred for a given time period. Click
the number to open the Detections page. Learn more about detections .
Detections by Security Category
This chart provides a quick way to see the types of attacks your network might be at risk for. Click any
number to open a filtered view of detections that match the selected security category , and continue
your investigation .
Assets with Detections
This count chart shows you the number of detections that occurred on devices that receive Advanced
Analysis —the highest level of analysis.
Detections by Device Role
This chart shows you a breakdown of detections by device role with the highest associated risk score,
so you can quickly identify any business-critical systems that might be at risk. Click the number next
to the device role to open a filtered list of related devices. Click the number of detections to open a
filtered view of detections for the devices assigned to the role.
Highest Risk Score
This count chart shows you the number of the highest risk score amongst all of your detections. Click
the number to open a filtered view of all detections sorted by risk score.
Detections by Risk Score
This chart shows you a gradient view of how many detections are in each risk level.
Top Detections by Title
This chart shows you a list of detection titles, sorted by highest-count. Click the number to open a
filtered view for the selected detection. Each detection title summarizes what caused the detection;
click the title to open all detections with that title and begin your investigation .

Related topics
Check out the following resources for more information about Reveal(x) security concepts.
•
•
•

Detections
Investigate security detections
Security dashboard
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